<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>153.42 LEA</td>
<td>Think, learn, succeed : understanding and using your mind to thrive at school, the workplace, and life</td>
<td>Leaf, Caroline, 1963-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170.44 KOT</td>
<td>I really needed this today : words to live by</td>
<td>Kotb, Hoda, 1964-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172 MEA</td>
<td>The impeachment report : the house intelligence committee's report on its investigation into Donald Trump and the Ukraine</td>
<td>introduction by Jon Meacham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305.40 DK</td>
<td>Women : our story</td>
<td>foreword, Rebecca Boggs Roberts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305.42 DK</td>
<td>The feminism book.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306.85 MAN</td>
<td>Replacement child : a memoir</td>
<td>by Judy Mandel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.62 WAR</td>
<td>Why they marched : untold stories of the women who fought for the right to vote</td>
<td>Ware, Susan, 1950-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.62 WEI</td>
<td>The woman's hour : the great fight to win the vote</td>
<td>Weiss, Elaine F., 1952-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.62 WOM</td>
<td>The women's suffrage movement</td>
<td>edited with an introduction by Sally Roesch Wagner ; foreword by Gloria Steinem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.02 KIY</td>
<td>Rich dad, poor dad : what the rich teach their kids about money--that the poor and middle class do not!</td>
<td>Kiyosaki, Robert T., 1947-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.02 NEL</td>
<td>What color is your parachute? for retirement : planning a prosperous, healthy, and happy future</td>
<td>Nelson, John E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.02 RAM</td>
<td>Financial peace revisited</td>
<td>Ramsey, Dave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.02 ROB</td>
<td>Unshakeable : your financial freedom playbook</td>
<td>Robbins, Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324.02 RAM</td>
<td>The total money makeover : a proven plan for financial fitness</td>
<td>Ramsey, Dave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342.73 ENG</td>
<td>Impeachment : an American history</td>
<td>Engel, Jeffrey A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342.73 SUN</td>
<td>Impeachment : a citizen's guide</td>
<td>Sunstein, Cass R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362.29 BOO</td>
<td>Cannabis : a history</td>
<td>Booth, Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362.73 PAC</td>
<td>Before and after : the incredible real-life stories of orphans who survived the Tennessee Children's Home Society</td>
<td>Christie, Judy Pace, 1956-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364.2 RYD</td>
<td>The book thieves : the Nazi looting of Europe's libraries and the race to return a literary inheritance</td>
<td>Rydell, Anders, 1982-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370.15 WIL</td>
<td>Teaching for the two-sided mind : a guide to right brain/left brain education</td>
<td>Williams, Linda VerLee, 1942-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612.82 WAL</td>
<td>Why we sleep : unlocking the power of sleep and dreams</td>
<td>Walker, Matthew P.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
613 MAY Mayo Clinic family health book
Scott C. Litin, M.D., medical editor ; Sanjeev Nanda, M.D., associate medical editor.

613.1 COO The endometriosis health and diet guide : get your life back
Cook, Andrew.

613.25 FUN The obesity code : unlocking the secrets of weight loss
Fung, Jason.

613.25 HEL The DASH diet weight loss solution : 2 weeks to drop pounds, boost metabolism, and get healthy
Heller, Marla.

613.7 MCG Grit & grace : train the mind, train the body, own your life
McGraw, Tim.

613.71 KOW The complete book of running for women : everything you need to know about training, nutrition, injury prevention, motivation, racing and much, much m
Kowalchik, Claire.

615.32 IVK Cannabis for chronic pain : a proven prescription for using marijuana to relieve your pain and heal your life
Ivker, Rav.

616.12 KEN Mayo Clinic guide to fibromyalgia
Reverse heart disease
Kennedy, John M., 1965-

616.74 MAY Mayo Clinic guide to fibromyalgia
Medical editors, Andy Abril, M.D., Barbara K. Bruce, Ph.D., L.P.

616.97 O'BR The autoimmune fix : how to stop the hidden autoimmune damage that keeps you sick, fat, and tired before it turns into disease
O'Bryan, Tom.

616.97 TRE The autoimmune wellness handbook : a DIY guide to living well with chronic illness
Trescott, Mickey.

616.99 ALS The definitive guide to cancer : an integrative approach to prevention, treatment, and healing
Alschuler, Lise.

616.99 ELL 100 questions & answers about prostate cancer
Elsworth, Pamela.

616.99 MAR Prostate & cancer : a family guide to diagnosis, treatment & survival
Marks, Sheldon, 1956-

616.99 MCC 100 questions & answers about melanoma and other skin cancers
McClay, Edward F.

Endometriosis : the complete reference for taking charge of your health
Ballweg, Mary Lou.
The vagina bible: the vulva and the vagina—separating the myth from the medicine
Gunter, Jen.

Hysterectomy: Exploring Your Options
Living well with endometriosis: what your doctor doesn't tell you--that you need to need to know
Morris, Kerry-Ann.

100 questions & answers about hysterectomy
Ricks, Deltia.

The menopause book
Healing the new childhood epidemics: autism, ADHD, asthma, and allergies: the groundbreaking program for the 4-A disorders
Wingert, Pat.

The out-of-sync child: recognizing and coping with sensory processing disorder
Kranowitz, Carol Stock.

The Down's Syndrome handbook: a practical guide for parents and carers.
The allergy book: solving your family's nasal allergies, asthma, food sensitivities, and related health and behavioral problems
Sears, Robert W.

The Down syndrome transition handbook: charting your child's course to adulthood
Simons, Jo Ann.

The complete idiot's guide to golden retrievers
Bauer, Nona Kilgore.

101 uses for a golden
Bryan, Denver.

Golden rules: virtues of the canine character
Bryan, Denver.

Just goldens
Spartas, Dale C.

The new slow cooker: the best recipes for today's one-pot meals
[editor, Jennifer Olski].

And one more thing before you go--
Shriver, Maria.

Marry him: the case for settling for Mr. Good Enough
Gottlieb, Lori.

The 4-hour work week: escape 9-5, live anywhere, and join the new rich
Ferriss, Timothy.

Think and grow rich: the landmark bestseller--now revised and updated for the 21st century
Hill, Napoleon, 1883-1970.

A measure of the earth: the Cole-Ware collection of American baskets
Smithsonian American Art Museum.

Amazing furniture makeovers: easy DIY projects to transform thrifted finds into beautiful custom pieces
Crider, Jen.

The mermaid's voice returns in this one
Lovelace, Amanda,
Love of goldens : the ultimate tribute to golden retrievers
WITNESS TO WAR : THE GREATEST BATTLES OF WORLD WAR II TOLD THROUGH THE EYES OF THE MEN WHO FOUGHT THEM.

Never surrender : Winston Churchill and Britain's decision to fight Nazi Germany in the fateful summer of 1940
Serving God and country : United States military chaplains in World War II
The Debs of Bletchley Park and Other Stories.

The Bletchley girls

Ghost Army of World War II

A woman of no importance : the untold story of the American spy who helped win World War II

Roosevelt's centurions : FDR and the commanders he led to victory in World War II

Carrie Fisher : a life on the edge

A bookshop in Berlin : the rediscovered memoir of one woman's harrowing escape from the Nazis

Roosevelt's centurions : FDR and the commanders he led to victory in World War II

A very stable genius : Donald J. Trump's testing of America

The Debs of Bletchley Park and Other Stories.

Never surrender : Winston Churchill and Britain's decision to fight Nazi Germany in the fateful summer of 1940
Serving God and country : United States military chaplains in World War II
The Debs of Bletchley Park and Other Stories.

The Bletchley girls

Ghost Army of World War II

A woman of no importance : the untold story of the American spy who helped win World War II

Roosevelt's centurions : FDR and the commanders he led to victory in World War II

Carrie Fisher : a life on the edge

A bookshop in Berlin : the rediscovered memoir of one woman's harrowing escape from the Nazis
Dutch girl : Audrey Hepburn and World War II
Matzen, Robert D.

Eleanor and Hick : the love affair that shaped a First Lady
Quinn, Susan, 1940-

Open book
Simpson, Jessica, 1980-

Home work : a memoir of my Hollywood years
Andrews, Julie,

The giver of stars
Moyes, Jojo, 1969-

The book woman of Troublesome Creek : a novel
Richardson, Kim Michele,

The nickel boys
Whitehead, Colson, 1969-

Before we were yours : a novel
Wingate, Lisa,

Linda Ronstadt greatest hits I & II
Ronstadt, Linda.

Fine line
Harry Styles.

Not for ourselves alone the story of Elizabeth Cady
a Florentine Films production

21 bridges
STXfilms, MWM Films and Huayi Brothers Pictures

Arctic dogs
Entertainment Studios & AMBI Media Group

A beautiful day in the neighborhood (DVD)
TriStar Pictures presents ; in association with Tencent Pictures

Doctor Sleep
Warner Bros

The good liar
New Line Cinema

Knives Out

Maleficent. Mistress of evil
Disney

Midway
Lionsgate presents

Motherless Brooklyn
Warner Bros. Pictures p

Pain and glory
director, Pedro Almodóvar.

Parasite
CJ Entertainment

Playing with fire
 Paramount Pictures and Paramount Players

Waves
A24

Dragonball Z movie 5 pack. Collection one.
[produced by Toei Animation Co.

Dragon Ball Z. Season one

Blaze and the Monster Machines: Knight Riders

Butterbean's cafe. Let's get cooking!

Jojo Siwa. D.R.E.A.M. the concert experience.

Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Mutant mania
Nickelodeon.

Let's learn S.T.E.M
Viacom International ; Nickelodeon Network.

What a waste
French, Jess.
E BOARD MAR I spy little hearts Marzollo, Jean.
E BOARD STE Honey Stein, David Ezra.
E FIC ALB Never let a unicorn scribble! Alber, Diane.
E FIC DER Cece loves science. Push and pull Derting, Kimberly.
E FIC GAR Otter. What pet is best? Garton, Sam.
E FIC GRA No more naps! : a story for when you're wide-awake and definitely not tired Grabenstein, Chris.
E FIC HIS Tomorrow I'll be kind Hische, Jessica.
E FIC JOH The great eggscape! John, Jory.
E FIC MAC My friend Earth MacLachlan, Patricia.
E FIC MAI Fry bread : a Native American family story Maillard, Kevin Noble.
E FIC NIC The button book Nicholls, Sally, 1983-

FICTION

FIC ALL A long petal of the sea : a novel Allende, Isabel.
FIC BAN Nothing but the truth so help me God : 51 women reveal the power of positive female connection by A Band of Wives.
FIC BAU The Scent Keeper: A Novel Bauermeister, Erica.
FIC CAR Virgin River Carr, Robyn.
FIC CHA Big lies in a small town Chamberlain, Diane, 1950-
FIC CHI Killing floor Child, Lee.
FIC CON The last romantics : a novel Conklin, Tara.
FIC CUM American dirt Cummins, Jeanine.
FIC DAN Iron will. Daniels, B.J.
FIC DAR The girl with the louding voice : a novel Daré, Abi.
FIC DEN Patsy : a novel Dennis-Benn, Nicole.
FIC FIS The wives Fisher, Tarryn.
FIC GAR Fever at dawn Gárdos, Péter, 1948-
FIC GAR The girl he used to know Garvis Graves, Tracey.
FIC GIB Any man of mine Gibson, Rachel.
FIC GIB True confessions Gibson, Rachel.
FIC GIB Truly madly yours Gibson, Rachel.
FIC HIG All I ever wanted Higgins, Kristan.
FIC HOO Regretting you Hoover, Colleen.
FIC HOW Dream man Howard, Linda, 1950-
FIC KEL The light over London Kelly, Julia, 1986-
W FIC JOH A reason to die
PEARL OF GREAT PRICE & LEAVING THE LARIAT
Johnstone, William W.,

W FIC NES
YOUTH NON FICTION AND YOUTH FICTION
TRAIL.
John D. Nesbitt.

Y 796.33 MOR The Kansas City Chiefs story
Morey, Allan.

Y FIC BLA SECRETS OF HOPELIGHT,
EVA BLACKSTONE.

Y FIC BRA Trapped in a video game
Brady, Dustin.

Y FIC BRA The last kids on Earth and the midnight blade
Brallier, Max.

Y FIC CAL Wished
Calonita, Jen.

Y FIC GUT Shoeless Joe & me
Gutman, Dan.

Y FIC HEI Scary stories for young foxes
Heidicker, Christian McKay.

Y FIC HIR The night diary
Hiranandani, Veera.

Y FIC JOH Code 7 : cracking the code for an epic life
Johnson, Bryan R., 1977-

Y FIC KEE Nancy Drew: The secret of Mirror Bay.
Keene, Carolyn.

Y FIC KIN Finding home
Kingsbury, Karen.

Y FIC LAS The den of forever frost
Lasky, Kathryn.

Y FIC LAS The river of wind
Lasky, Kathry.

Y FIC LIN Before the sword
Lin, Grace.

Y FIC MUR The book of Boy
Murdock, Catherine Gilbert.

Y FIC ROW The tales of Beedle the Bard
Rowling, J. K.

Y FIC VAL Minecraft. The end
Valente, Catherynne M., 1979-

Y FIC WAR Other words for home
Warga, Jasmine.

Y GN FIC MON Minecraft
Monster, Sfé R.

Y GN FIC PEA Hilda and the midnight giant

Y GN FIC SCH Pow! : a Peanuts collection

Y GN FIC TOB Plants vs. zombies: grown sweet home
Tobin, Paul, 1965-

Y GN FIC WAN Stargazing
Wang, Jen, 1984-

YOUNG ADULT NON FICTION & YOUNG ADULT FICTION

YA 070.43 COR Fake news
Cornell, Kari A.

YA 248.83 ROB Live : remain alive, be alive at a specified time, have an exciting or fulfilling life
Robertson, Sadie, 1997-

YA 303.4 HUD We rise, we resist, we raise our voices
edited by Wade Hudson and Cheryl Willis Hudson

YA 305.42 REE America
edited by Amy Reed.
This book is anti-racist: 20 lessons on how to wake up, take action, and do the work

Jewell, Tiffany.

Refugees

Erickson, Marty, 1991-

Transgender rights

Erickson, Marty, 1991-

Votes for women! : American suffragists and the battle for the ballot

Conkling, Winifred.

Just mercy: adapted for young adults: a true story of the fight for justice

Stevenson, Bryan.

The #MeToo movement

Erickson, Marty, 1991-

School shootings

Barton, Jen.

(Don't) call me crazy: 33 voices start the conversation about mental health

edited by Kelly Jensen.

A young people's history of the United States: Columbus to the War on Terror

Stefoff, Rebecca, 1951-

Children of virtue and vengeance

Adeyemi, Tomi.

Yes no maybe so

Albertalli, Becky.

Not so pure and simple

Giles, L. R. (Lamar R.)

A good girl's guide to murder

Jackson, Holly, 1992-

The hand on the wall

Johnson, Maureen, 1973-

Tweet cute

Lord, Emma.

Dark and deepest red

McLemore, Anna-Marie.

One of us is next

McManus, Karen M.

Patron saints of nothing

Riggs, Ransom.

The conference of the birds

Stamper, Phil.

YOUNG ADULT GRAPHIC NOVELS

She-Ra and the princesses of power. Legend of the fire princess

D. G., Gigi.

My hero academia. Vol. 1, Izuku Midoriya: Origin

Horikoshi, Kōhei, 1986-

My hero academia. Vol. 2, Rage, you damned nerd

Horikoshi, Kōhei, 1986-

My hero academia. Vol. 3, All Might

Horikoshi, Kōhei, 1986-

Naruto. Vol. 1

Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974-

Naruto. Vol. 2

Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974-

Naruto. Vol. 3

Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974-

Naruto. Vol. 4

Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974-

Naruto. Vol. 5

Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974-

Naruto. Vol. 6

Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974-
Bleach. 16, Night of Wijnruit
Kubo, Tite.

Bleach. 17, Rosa Rubicundior, Lilio Candidior
Kubo, Tite.

Bleach. 18, The deathberry returns
Kubo, Tite.

Bleach. 19, The black moon rising
Kubo, Tite.

Bleach. 20, End of hypnosis
Kubo, Tite.

Bleach. 21, Be my family or not
Kubo, Tite.

Naruto. A shinobi mini-guide!
Oseman, Alice.

Heartstopper. Volume 3
Tamaki, Mariko.

Laura Dean keeps breaking up with me
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball super. 1, Warriors from Universe 6!
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball super. 2, The winning universe is decided!
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball super. 3, Zero mortal project!
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball super. 4, Last chance for hope
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball super. 5, The decisive battle! Farewell,
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Trunks!
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 1
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 2
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 3
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 4
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 5
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 6
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 7
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 8
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 9
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 10
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 11
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 12
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 13
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 14
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball. Vol. 15
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 1
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 2
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-

Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 3
Toriyama, Akira, 1955-
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 4               | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 5               | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 6               | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 7               | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 8               | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 9               | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 10              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 11              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 12              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 13              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 14              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 15              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 16              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 17              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 18              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 19              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 20              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 21              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 22              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 23              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 24              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 25              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
| YA GN FIC TOR | Dragon Ball Z. Vol. 26              | Toriyama, Akira, 1955- |
Nonfiction.film – a new international streaming platform for intelligent and advanced audience. Nonfiction.film presents the best quality Russian and foreign documentaries and TV series as well as recent important Russian feature films. The Documentary Film Center (DFC) in Moscow has launched a unique online-video service in April 2018. The film catalogue will include documentaries which were successfully presented at the most prestigious film festivals all over the world. A type of non-fiction that teaches the readers about something, giving them basic information about a topic and providing them with facts is called expository writing. Example: Pamphlets, textbooks, manuals etc. 7. Feature Stories. Stories that circulate around a topic related to a specific culture or a place and are explained from a third person's point of view can be regarded as feature stories. Nonfiction or non-fiction is any document, or content that purports in good faith to represent truth and accuracy regarding information, events, or people. Nonfiction content may be presented either objectively or subjectively, and may sometimes take the form of a story. Nonfiction is one of the fundamental divisions of narrative (specifically, prose) writing in contrast to fiction, which offers information, events, or characters expected to be partly or largely imaginary, or else leaves open if and
non-fiction definition: writing that is about real events and facts, rather than stories that have been invented. Learn more. Fiction and non-fiction covering a span of more than a century is arbitrarily clustered together and the conclusions are supposed to be valid for the colonial discourse on thuggee. From the Cambridge English Corpus. This article also goes beyond the usual studies of children’s books by focusing on non-fiction, and by emphasizing readers and use, rather than authors or publishers. Directed by Olivier Assayas. With Guillaume Canet, Juliette Binoche, Vincent Macaigne, Christa Théret. Set in the Parisian publishing world, an editor and an author find themselves in over their heads, as they cope with a middle-age crisis, the changing industry and their wives. Nonfiction or non-fiction is any document or content that purports in good faith to represent truth and accuracy regarding information, events, or people. Nonfiction content may be presented either objectively or subjectively, and may sometimes take the form of a story. Nonfiction is one of the fundamental divisions of narrative (specifically, prose) writing in contrast to fiction, which offers information, events, or characters expected to be partly or largely imaginary, or else leaves open if and
Nonfiction or non-fiction is any document or content that purports in good faith to represent truth and accuracy regarding information, events, or people. Nonfiction content may be presented either objectively or subjectively, and may sometimes take the form of a story. Nonfiction is one of the fundamental divisions of narrative (specifically, prose) writing in contrast to fiction, which offers information, events, or characters expected to be partly or largely imaginary, or else leaves open if and non-fiction definition: writing that is about real events and facts, rather than stories that have been invented. Learn more. Fiction and non-fiction covering a span of more than a century is arbitrarily clustered together and the conclusions are supposed to be valid for the colonial discourse on thuggee. From the Cambridge English Corpus. This article also goes beyond the usual studies of children's books by focusing on non-fiction, and by emphasizing readers and use, rather than authors or publishers. Nonfiction.film a new international streaming platform for intelligent and advanced audience. Nonfiction.film presents the best quality Russian and foreign documentaries and TV series as well as recent important russian feature films. The Documentary Film Center (DFC) in Moscow has launched a unique online-video service in April 2018. The film catalogue will include documentaries which were successfully presented at the most prestigious film festivals all over the world.
Fiction or Non-Fiction? Obviously, you will be choosing one or the other. In this article, I will tell you how to overcome that ambiguity and cultivate a good reading habit in your life. First of all, if you are not reading books at all, fiction and non-fiction are new to you. So let me clarify about it in the below sections. Before that, I want to ask you one question. Non-fiction is writing about facts. Although non-fiction is supposed to be truthful, sometimes it may not be. People normally assume that authors mean to be truthful, but they might make mistakes. Writing is normally split into two parts: non-fiction and fiction. As well as non-fiction books, there are also pictures and films. Nonfiction Book Awards. non-fiction definition: writing that is about real events and facts, rather than stories that have been invented. Learn more. Fiction and non-fiction covering a span of more than a century is arbitrarily clustered together and the conclusions are supposed to be valid for the colonial discourse on thuggee. From the Cambridge English Corpus. This article also goes beyond the usual studies of children's books by focusing on non-fiction, and by emphasizing readers and use, rather than authors or publishers.